
How to beef up your stock 

Mutineer Rudder Head
By Vince Bobrosky ,  Mutineer 4194,   the «JULIUS V¬



The crack shown here is a typical failure in the cast Chrysler 

Rudder Heads.



Note the bend in this Rudder Head casting.

This is caused when the side force on the 

Rudder is great enough to bend and eventually

Break the casting.



Here is another view of the same Rudder Head.

Note the bend. This is also where the crack appears.

Another reason for failure to 

occur in this area is due to 

the small stock bolt that is 

used.  Also, many times the 

this bolt is not kept tight and 

the Rudder is allowed to have 

a lot of play that during the 

forces of lee and weather 

helm put undo stress on the 

Rudder Head



Stock bolt and bushing L.

New 3/8 bolt and bushings. This will provide more strength and 

a largerbearing surface for the Rudder to pivot on.



Beefing up a Rudder Head assembly isnôt all that difficult.  A little patience, 

some hardware store shopping, a piece of 2 inch diameter stainless 

tube from the salvage yard, and some hand tools are all you need.

READ ON,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,



This is what the completed modification will look like.



You will be making a few new parts and re-

drilling a few holes to size. READ ON,,,,,

3/8ò bolt

Brass bushing Nylon bushing

2 reinforcement plates

2 Delrin disc



3/8ò stainless bolt & 

Nylock nut.

(cut to correct length)

Brass bushing from

the Hardware store,

(modified to the correct length)

Nylon bushing from the

Hardware store,

(you may need to get 2

To build up to the 

Required thickness)

Stock bolt and bushing L.

The Rudder was carefully drilled out to fit the new nylon bushing.  

If I remember correctly, this area of my Rudder was solid resin.  

If you run into the foam core, you will want to dig some foam out

and reinforce the area with epoxy filler or resin.  



Here is a blurry close-up of the 3/8ò bolt and the bushing assembly.

3/8ò bolt

Brass bushing

Nylon bushing



This black disc is a piece of 1/32ò thick Delrin.  You can order it from McMaster 

Carr. Part Number: 8575K133.   A sheet 12 X 24 cost $14.69.  I cut two discs 

measuring 7 Ĳò dia.  These act as large bearing surfaces which allow the 

Rudder Head to be nice and tight but still let the Rudder pivot nicely.

http://www.mcmaster.com/itm/find.ASP?tab=find&context=psrchDtlLink&fasttrack=False&searchstring=8575K133


The hole in the center of the disc is sized to allow the brass bushing to pass 

through.  Note that the brass bushing extends slightly through the Delrin disc. 

(exaggerated in this picture for clarity) This allows you to tighten the 3/8ò bolt 

securely without binding the Rudder.  The bushing only needs to extend a few 

thousands of an inch.  It is best to start long and sneak up on it.



The 2 reinforcement plates are made from a piece of 2ò dia stainless tube.

Read on for how this is done.



First make a paper pattern.  Mark the Rudder pivot location.



Spray the back of the paper pattern with spray adhesive and stick it 

to the 2ò dia stainless tube.  Trace around it with a fine tip 

permanent marker.  Center punch the pivot hole.  Remove the 

pattern and repeat on the opposite side of the tube.  Using a 

hacksaw, rough cut out the 2 reinforcement plates.

After rough cutting, use a grinder to shape the plates to the 

permanent marker outline.


